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Chapter 10

Summary
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Alzheimer’s disease is the most common form of dementia, affecting more than 35 

million people worldwide, and represents a top priority public health problem with 

huge social and economic burdens. As the population is aging and the principal risk 

factor for AD is age, the projected AD growth is dramatic, pointing out the pressing 

need of effective drug therapies and the interrelated need of early diagnosis.

To date, AD can be definitively  diagnosed only  by  histopathologic examination of brain 

tissue. Late-stage hallmarks have been identified, including amyloid plaques, 

neurofibrillary  tangles, neuronal cell loss, and gliosis, but the initiating mechanisms 

that trigger disease onset and drive its progression have not been fully understood, 

yet. During the last ten years most of the AD research has been focused on finding 

biomarkers that could be reliably used to diagnose AD at the earliest stages, monitor 

its progression, and possibly predict its onset. Neuroimaging is playing a more and 

more relevant role in the identification and quantification of AD in vivo, especially in 

preclinical stages, when a therapeutical intervention could be more effective.

Chapter 2 reviews the main neuroimaging techniques currently available for AD 

research and clinical purposes. Structural imaging (mainly MRI) enables to investigate 

both regional atrophy, giving special attention to the medial temporal lobe, and 

subcortical cerebrovascular damage. Functional imaging (SPECT, FDG-PET and 

functional MRI) provides pathophysiological information on synapse dysfunction, 

enabling to assess the efficacy of treatments in attenuating or potentially 

compensating for disease progression since the earliest stages. Microstructural imaging 

(DTI and MTI) probes into the finest cerebral structures, providing information about 

brain microstructure which could help elucidating the AD pathophysiology. Finally, 

amyloid imaging (mainly PIB-PET and FDDNP-PET) enables in vivo quantification of 

amyloid plaque load in AD, hopefully  replacing lobar puncture for the investigation of 

the pathological processes occurring at the cellular level. Throughout the years, several 

imaging tools have been developed, ranging from simple visual rating scales to 

sophisticated computerized algorithms; such tools might be used presently  or in the 

future in clinical practice to help AD diagnosis.

Each imaging technique enables to study a single cerebral alteration; in order to 

investigate the overall cerebral damage, and thus to increase prognostic power and 

diagnostic accuracy, several techniques should be combined.

Chapter 3 investigates the hypoperfusion pattern in a group of 23 amnesic MCI 
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patients who underwent both MR and 99mTc ECD SPECT imaging, 9 of whom 

converted and 14 did not convert to AD (19±10 follow-up time). As compared to 

normal controls, converters showed hypoperfusion in the right parahippocampal gyrus 

and left inferior temporal and fusiform gyri, whereas non-converters showed 

hypoperfusion in the retrosplenial cortex, precuneus and occipital gyri, mainly on the 

left side. Parahippocampal and inferior temporal but not retrosplenial hypoperfusion 

could thus be considered as prognostic indicators of conversion to dementia. 

Comparing significant hypoperfusion with atrophy  pattern no overlap was found, 

suggesting that the detected hypoperfusion was not due to volumetric loss. 

Chapter 4 investigates the association of MR-based measures of medial temporal lobe 

atrophy  (MTA) and white matter hyperintensities (WMHs), assessed through visual 

rating scales, with voxel-wise grey matter perfusion in a group of 56 MCI patients who 

underwent both MR and 99mTc ECD SPECT imaging. MTA was found to be associated 

with hippocampal hypoperfusion while WMHs with grey  matter hypoperfusion in areas 

of the insula and temporal neocortex. These results confirm that MTA is associated 

with local functional changes and suggest that WMHs may be associated with remote 

brain cortical dysfunction.

Chapter 5 studies the relationship between grey  matter atrophy  and amyloid deposition  

(assessed through [11C]-PIB-PET imaging) in 23 AD patients and 17 healthy elderly 

subjects. Voxel-based analysis showed that in AD patients atrophy mapped to a 

restricted region corresponding to the hippocampus while increased PIB uptake to 

large frontal, parietal, and posterior cingulate cortical areas. ROI-based analysis 

confirmed these findings, showing the largest effect size for atrophy in hippocampus 

and amygdala and the highest effect size for PIB uptake in frontal, retrosplenial, 

insular and temporal regions. Significant correlations between atrophy  and increased 

PIB uptake were found in the hippocampal and amygdalar ROIs but not in the frontal, 

temporal, posterior cingulate/retrosplenial, insular, and caudate ROIs, suggesting that 

the medial temporal lobe might be highly susceptible to amyloid toxicity  while 

neocortical areas might be more resilient.

Chapter 6 and 7 investigate the functional compensation and depression mechanisms 

in the regions affected by AD neuropathology  on a voxel-by-voxel basis. Chapter 6 

studies such mechanisms in terms of perfusion in 9 amnesic MCI patients with incipient 

AD who underwent both MR scan and 99mTc ECD SPECT, compared with 17 elderly 
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healthy subjects. Relatively preserved perfusion, likely to be compensatory  in the 

setting of neuronal loss, was found in the posterior cingulate, in the head of the 

hippocampus, in the amigdala, and in the insula bilaterally, while functional depression 

occurred bilaterally in the parahippocampal gyrus, suggesting that a perfusional 

compensatory mechanism takes place in the neocortex, trying and counteracting the 

pathological changes of AD.

Chapter 7 studies functional compensation and depression mechanisms in terms of 

glucose metabolism in 25 AD patients who underwent both MR scan and FDG-PET, 

compared with 21 elderly healthy  subjects. GM atrophy  and hypometabolism mapped 

to similar regions, with variable degrees of severity. Significant metabolic 

compensation, which could reflect spared synaptic plasticity  of the surviving neurons, 

was found in the amygdala, while exceeding hypometabolism, likely due to distant 

effects of atrophy and to additional hypometabolism inducing factors, was mainly 

located in the posterior cingulate cortex.

In conclusion, this thesis shows that structural damage, functional alterations, and 

protein build-up occurring at the cellular level, characterising Alzheimer’s disease, are 

interrelated but not concurrent nor co-localised phenomena. These results points out 

the need of using multimodal analysis techniques to further assess the relationship 

between different biomarkers from the earliest stages, in order to better understand 

the mechanisms that trigger the disease onset and drive its progression, to increase 

early diagnostic accuracy and to lead to the identification of novel targets for 

pharmaceutical intervention which could delay disease progression.
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